Visual cortical contribution to open-loop and feed-back control of convergence eye movements in the cat.
Open-loop and closed loop controls in convergence eye movement have been reported by human psycho-physical studies. To investigate the visual cortical involvement in open-loop convergence eye movement, we trained a cat to elicit anticipatory convergence (convergence eye movement before the onset of target movement) by using an approaching visual target with a preceding alarm signal. After 1-2 weeks of training, anticipatory convergence was observed in more than half of the trials in seven cats. The frequency of occurrence of anticipatory convergence was significantly decreased after electrocoagulation in the convergence-related region of the lateral suprasylvian (LS) area, an extrastriate visual cortex of the cat. On the other hand, the localized injection of Muscimol, a GABA-A agonist, reduced visually evoked convergence, but caused no significant effects to anticipatory convergence. These differential results suggest that the LS plays a role in both open-loop and feed-back control of convergence eye movement, and a GABA-A sensitive subregion is involved in the feed-back control of convergence eye movement.